Ice-templating, also referred to as freeze-casting, is a process exploiting unidirectional crystallization of ice to structure macroporous materials from colloidal solutions. Commonly applied to inorganic and polymeric materials, we employ it here to cast soft self-assembled matter into spongy solid foams. Use of ice-templating to cast soft matter is generally confined to polymers. In the case of polymeric hydrogels, cross-linking ensures a good stability towards the harsh conditions (fast cooling at temperatures as low as -80°C) employed during ice-templating.
Introduction
Processing of matter from solution to materials commonly occurs under nonequilibrium conditions, often implying mechanical stress alongside with rapid variations of physicochemical parameters like temperature, ionic strength, and relative humidity, just to cite the most important ones. Soft complex fluids 1 are governed by weak, reversible, interactions. Their structural properties are thus highly sensitive to small variations in environmental conditions. For this reason, the process of casting them into materials, that relies on highly energetic processes such as evaporation or solvent crystallization, has a crucial impact on the ability to obtain selfsupported materials. Under these circumstances, the nanoscale structure of the fluid is critical as it will determine the ability to withstand the constraints applied by the casting process.
Ice-templating has emerged as one of the most versatile processing techniques to design macroporous materials from solutions and suspensions. 2 The process is based on the directional growth of ice crystals through an aqueous solution (or suspension), leading to the segregation of the solutes (or suspended particles) from the newly formed ice crystals. Owing to the limited solubility of most solutes in ice -hexagonal ice is known to form a limited number of solid solutions with few compounds such as some strong acids, nitrates or alkali hydroxides at very low molar ratios 3, 4 -the technique enables for a progressive concentration of the solutes in the interstitial space formed between ice crystals. Most applications of ice templating focus on shaping ceramic green bodies in presence of binding water-soluble polymers to obtain lightweight ceramics 5 , for the elaboration of macroporous biomaterials 6 or even to fabricate highly efficient thermal insulating materials. 7 The simplicity in implementing freeze casting, coupled with the ability to promote controlled segregation between solutes and frozen water, is a powerful tool to shape and introduce porosity in soft materials. However, the physicochemical conditions associated to freeze-casting are extreme, as they imply the use of fast temperature variation, strong temperature gradients and reaching temperatures as low as -80°C. Last but not least, ice 3 expansion during freezing is believed to apply strong anisotropic pressure to the newly segregated solute. These harsh conditions are compatible with soft cross-linked polymer systems, 8, 9 but they may not be with those soft fluids, of which the stability depends on the subtle equilibrium among intermolecular forces, entropic gain or on physical phenomena like entanglements, in the case of physical gels. For these reasons, the number of examples in which freeze-casting process has been applied to soft complex fluids is extremely limited.
Understanding how low temperatures and segregation from ice-rich domains impacts the structural stability of soft self-assembled systems could be instrumental in domains as diverse and as relevant as marine biology, cryobiology or food science, among others. 10 Whether harsh freezing conditions disrupt soft self-assembled fluids or whether the mechanical stability after casting depends on the spatial organization of the fluid before freezing is an open question.
Despite being historically associated with applied materials, freeze-casting has recently enabled to tackle more fundamental physicochemical questions in soft matter such as the study of micellar phase transitions at sub-ambient temperatures, a regime often overlooked at. Albouy et al. 11 have unveiled the phase diagram of P123 block copolymer solutions at low temperature using ice-templating, effectively showing that phase transitions are possible in the interstitial space between ice crystals. Combining freeze-casting with classical soft compounds such as phospholipids (DMPA) 12 or block copolymers (P123) 13 in the presence of soluble silica precursors leads to silica materials, displaying hierarchical porosity and good stability due to the mineral content.
Supramolecular hydrogels composed of low molecular weight gelators constitute an important class of materials for their potential applications in domains as diverse as food science, biomedicine and tissue engineering. 1, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] The main interest of these soft materials is constituted by their self-assembled nature, making the gelation fast and reversible. However, the main drawback is constituted by their sensitivity to physicochemical parameters controlling the selfassembly, and the window of practical interest is often very limited and it strongly depends on the type of molecule employed. 18 It goes without saying that not any material processing is adapted to these conditions 19 and freeze-casting is probably one of the least obvious process that can satisfactorily enhance the sensitive mechanical stability of self-assembled hydrogels. This probably explains the reason why, to the best of our knowledge, ice-templating at very low temperatures (e.g., < -20°C) was never used to cast self-assembled hydrogels into soft macroporous fibrillar foams. The only example of a frozen, although uncast, self-assembled fibrillar network (SAFiN) composed of the low molecular weight gelator (LMWG) Fmoc-PhePhe was shown to withstand a temperature of -12°C without apparent disassembly of the fibers, 20 even if the issue of the mechanical stability after drying was not addressed.
In this work, we show that freeze-casting has a dramatic impact on the mechanical properties of an isotropic dispersion of entangled self-assembled fibers, constituting a hydrogel at room temperature. On the contrary, freeze-casting improves the mechanical properties of a kinetically-trapped lamellar hydrogel. Both self-assembled networks are constituted by pHresponsive bio-based biocompatible glycolipids of similar chemical structure and their respective hydrogels are both prepared in water by a pH-jump method. Additionally, both hydrogels are constituted by flat structures (twisted ribbons against interdigitated bilayers) and the only difference is the origin of the constraint in the material at room temperature: entanglement for the fibrillar hydrogel and structural defects in the lamellar stacking.
In summary, this work highlights how the mechanical stability of two macroporous foams obtained from self-assembled chemically-analogous hydrogels strongly depends on the nanoscale structure of the gels and in particular on the physical origin of the mechanical constraints. In particular, the rare class of lamellar hydrogels can provide unprecedented soft spongy solid foams with unexpected isotropic mechanical behavior and Young moduli in the same order as those measured in some living tissues.
Results and Discussion
Self-assembled fibrillar and lamellar hydrogels can be cast into 3D foams. The self-assembly properties of SLC18:0 and GC18:0 glycolipids under dilute conditions have been extensively described in previous works: [21] [22] [23] at concentration values below 1 wt%, room temperature and pH 6.2 ± 0.3. SLC18:0 forms flat twisted nanoscale ribbons having a side cross-section of about 13 nm and "infinitely" long (compared to the cross-section) in the longitudinal dimension (SLC18:0 in Figure 1 ). GC18:0 forms "infinitely" extended (compared to the thickness) flat interdigitated layers (IL) with a thickness of about 3 nm (GC18:0 in Figure 1 ). At higher concentrations both samples form hydrogels. 24, 25 Interestingly, the bulk mechanical properties are comparable for both systems. The frequency-dependent elastic ( ′ ) and loss ( ′′ ) moduli measured for both hydrogels at C= 5 wt% (Figure 1 ) never cross, with ′ > ′ ′ (typical of a gel) in the entire frequency range. The order of magnitude of ′ is comparable for both hydrogels, being contained between 0.3 kPa and 1 kPa in the high frequency regime and equalizing below 0.1 rad.s -1 .
Despite the comparable values of the elastic moduli, the frequency-dependent evolution of the storage and loss moduli is different, thus reflecting the strong structural diversity between the two materials. between 0.15 < , < 0.3, for mechanically stable GC18:0 hydrogels. Such distinctive powerlaw rheology response is not uncommon for complex materials, and is generally described using fractional rather than canonical rheological models. 34 It indicates a broad distribution of relaxation times, 35 modeled for critical gels 36 and soft glassy materials. 37 The latter in particular considers that viscoelasticity is controlled by disorder, metastability and local structural rearrangements between the mesoscopic elements. 38 Thermal motion alone is not sufficient to reach complete relaxation and the system has to cross energy barriers, larger than typical thermal energies. 38 In the present case, optical and confocal laser scanning microscopy performed on GC18:0 hydrogels at 5 wt% and 2.5 wt% highlighted a complex structure characterized of 6 multiscale lamellar domains (of size between 100 μm and 500 μm and below 5 μm), coexisting with spheroids containing disordered lamellar sheets. 25 In this context, and even if a direct relationship between microstructure and mechanical response remains challenging, 39 the powerlaw behaviour of ′ ( ) and ′′ ( ) most likely describes a heterogeneous environment characterized by the rearrangement of the lamellar domains and a very broad range of microstructural length constituting GC18:0 hydrogel. Figure 1c summarizes then the elastic properties and bulk structure of both SLC18:0 fibrillar and GC18:0 lamellar hydrogels prior to freeze-casting: the bulk mechanical properties are comparable ( ′ ~ 0.3-1 kPa range) at pH 6.2 ± 0.3 but the local structure is extremely different: the fibrillar hydrogel can be described by a homogeneous dispersion of entangled fibers, while the lamellar hydrogel is best described by a heterogeneous dispersion of interconnected lamellar domains. A more comprehensive description of the structural and mechanical properties of SLC18:0 fibrillar and GC18:0 lamellar hydrogels is reported elsewhere. ; for the GC18:0 foams
< 4 ( Figure S 1 ). This is an unexpected behaviour, if compared to more classical freeze-cast polymer-based systems, [40] [41] [42] [43] which are characterized by a well-defined anisotropic arrangement of matter between the longitudinal ‖Z (walls) and transverse ⊥Z (connected pores) directions. On the contrary, the spongy network of GC18:0 seems less anisotropic and more homogeneous: the discrepancy between the 3D organization of matter is much less pronounced between ‖Z (walls) and ⊥Z (pores) sections. In particular, L2, T2 and L3, T3 panels in Figure 2 show a homogeneous distribution of open pores and walls both in the ‖Z and ⊥Z directions. macroporous soft materials, and this issue will be addressed hereafter at scales above ~100 nm and below ~10 nm. The literature is not abundant on this matter, but it was recently shown that ice crystallization induces phase transitions in block copolymer micellar systems, 11 that is it pushes the initial thermodynamic phase out of equilibrium, provoking molecular rearrangement.
In the systems presented here, one can expect that rapid temperature variations combined with immediate compression of matter could reasonably push the SLC18:0 and GC18:0 out of their respective fibrillar and lamellar phase regions towards an unknown (at the present state of the art for these molecules) phase. In addition, anisotropic ice crystallization is equivalent to a dehydration process in the vicinity of the solute, inducing concentration changes of both salt and hydronium ions: the former process is known to have strong impacts on the elastic properties of lamellar phases, [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] while the latter could induce a raise in the local pH and hydrolysis of the glycosidic bonds. Both processes are generally described at room temperature, but it is unclear whether they could occur at temperatures much below zero.
FT-IR ( Figure S 2), recorded for both SLC18:0 macroporous solid and GC18:0 solid foams to verify the molecular integrity, presents the typical spectral features of these compounds, 49 and in particular, the CH symmetric and antisymmetric stretching bands (= 2927 cm -1 , 2860 cm -1 ), the C=O stretching both in the COOH (= 1730 cm -1 ), the glucosidic C-O-C, 23, 26 does not show any diffraction peak in this q-range, which is rather characteristic of a broad oscillation due to the form factor of the bilayer. We have shown that GC18:0 lamellar hydrogels display broad (100) and (200) [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] In light of this, we make the hypothesis that the small d-spacings found in the solid foams are highly sensitive to freezing, that is, to dehydration of the interbilayer water during freeze-casting, and, consequently, to the freezing rate. This hypothesis was tested by performing a comprehensive study through temperature-resolved in-situ small-angle X-ray Figure 4a shows that: a) the temperature-driven transition of the diffraction peak between low-and high-regions is very fast, as also confirmed by the evolution of -spacing values (Figure 4c ) for various freezing rates; b) three distinct regions can be identified, a low-q (1) and high-q (3) regime, respectively reflecting the lamellar order above 15 nm and below 5 nm, but also a transition regime (2) , depicting the transition between (1) and (3). To better explore the latter, which is contained within less than three degrees, we have run an experiment ( Figure 4b1 ) employing a faster data acquisition rate, 150 frames.°C -1 , instead of the standard 0.2 frames.°C -1 used for all in-situ SAXS experiments performed in this work. Figure 4b1 shows two regimes having low-(1) and high-(3) lamellar scattering, respectively above -9°C and below -11°C, as discussed previously; meanwhile, for temperature values within this range, which we defined as transition regime (2) , there is neither any clearly observable diffraction profile nor any structural continuity between the low-and 13 high-regimes, as one could expect. A topological interpretation of the transition regime (2) will be given below after commenting the 2D plot profiles. 
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In summary, the combination of SEM-FEG and XRD/SAXS, respectively exploring size domains > 100 nm and < 10 nm, show that freeze-casting does not affect the nature of the fibrillar and lamellar assembly observed in the hydrogels at room temperature prior to freezing, but it simply compacts them into a more confined space contained within the ice domains. At the moment, we have no evidence of any phase transition induced by temperature and the process is entirely reversible: we have reversibly freeze-cast and heated the same sample several times and 16 we have never experienced appreciable differences in terms of d-spacings before and after freezing. For the SLC18:0 macroporous solids, freezing has no practical influence on the molecular arrangement of SLC18:0, but simply on the fibrillar confinement in a much narrower volume. This is easily explained by the difference in term of self-assembly between GC18:0 and SLC18:0. The former forms a lamellar phase composed of interdigitated layers, where GC18:0 molecules are settled orthogonally to the bilayer plane. 23, 26 The bilayers are separated by water and their distance is controlled by electrostatic forces, 25 very sensitive to hydration and salt concentration. In the latter, twisted ribbons are rather described as semicristalline fibers, into which SLC18:0 molecules are assembled in the fiber plane. 22 This system is much less sensitive to dehydration due to its semicrystalline state. and 30 kPa are comparable with foams prepared by freeze-drying of decellularized adipose tissue, 65 and with breast tissues (fat and fibroglandular tissues) exhibiting Young's moduli of 3.25 kPa 66 and they reflect the soft nature of the solid foams, which behave as spongy solids at room temperature. However, the isotropic distribution of Young's moduli after freeze-casting is unexpected given the strong anisotropic processing conditions.
The striking difference in terms of mechanical anisotropy between solid foams obtain from fibrillar SLC18:0 (high anisotropy) and lamellar GC18:0 (low anisotropy) hydrogels are also qualitatively presented in Figure 5c : the interconnected 3D structure of the lamellar foam after drying can stand up to 1000x its own weight, while the fibrillar solid is crushed only between 50x and 100x its own weight. The approximate density of the lamellar foams in this study is 0.05 g.cm -3 with the highest values of Young modulus being in the order of 30 kPa.
Referring to classical Ashby diagrams, 67 generally established for cohesive materials, mechanical properties of self-assembled lamellar foams compare to those of soft polymer foams, including freeze-cast cross-linked chitin biopolymers. 9 However, one should be aware that a comparison of the mechanical properties of the lamellar foams presented here with materials in the literature is inappropriate at the moment, because Ashby diagrams do not include a class of materials solely composed of weak forces and, to the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of analogous lipid lamellar or fibrillary foams. The ability to elaborate self-supported macroporous materials showing elastic modulus in the kPa range (similar to brain tissue mechanical properties) may find further application in the elaboration of hMSC cell culture supports with neurogenic differentiation properties. 68, 69 To this regard, we have performed a series of qualitative tests to evaluate the stability of a series of GC18:0 spongy solid foams prepared at 5 wt% (using 5°C/min during freeze-casting) after immersion in water. We find that a typical monolith of 1 x 1 cm (height x diameter) and aspect ratio (height/diameter) of 1 keeps an aspect ratio between 0.5 and 0.8 up to about 3 h under magnetic stirring and over 4 h using a more gentle mechanical plate stirrer in water. These data, which unfortunately we cannot compare with similar materials in the literature, show nonetheless the tight cohesion of the self-assembled foam after freezing and drying and its potential employment in aqueous media without losing their initial shape below an estimated time of 2 h. Discussion. Before freeze-casting, fibrillar and lamellar hydrogels display comparable mechanical properties, with elastic moduli contained between 0.3 kPa and 1 kPa, but different microstructures: fibrillar gels are homogeneous and isotropic while lamellar gels are best described by a heterogeous structure held by interconnected lamellar domains. After the freezecasting process, the mechanical properties depict a remarkable difference between the fibrillar and lamellar foams, the former being an exfoliating solid with poor resistance to compression ⊥Z foams, which is not the case, according to the literature survey. By excluding disentanglement, the only hypothesis that can explain the formation of poorly interconnected fibrillar walls must assume two combined effects at two different length scales: intra-fibrillar failure during freezing (from 10 nm to ~100 nm) and stiff walls (> 1 μm). High pressures during freezing could be enough to overwhelm the weak interactions (hydrophobic and H-bonding) keeping the SLC18:0 molecule together within the fibrillar crystal, while they are not to break covalent bonds in nanocelluloses. We make the hypothesis that the fibers are broken and partitioned within micronsized walls, probably being too rigid to bend and guarantee lateral cohesion and connectivity ⊥Z.
Unfortunately, complete tensile characterization data for individual SLC18:0 fibers and their bundles are not available in the literature and until then these hypotheses are simple speculation.
Lipid lamellar hydrogels are materials seldom described in the literature. [76] [77] [78] In their monophasic form, they are generally composed of a homogeneous lipid lamellar phase doped with polymer-grafted lipids or surfactants, of which the role consists in reducing the local bending free energy of the bilayers, thus introducing spurious dislocation defects. Defects are responsible for the propagation of the elastic properties in the macroscopic gel state. 76, 77 Alternative biphasic lamellar hydrogels have also been described and constituted by a lipid lamellar phase gelled via an independent low molecular weight gelator. 1, 79, 80 According to these descriptions, the difference between isotropic fibrillar and anisotropic lamellar hydrogels is very large. In the particular case of GC18:0 lamellar hydrogels, their structure can be described as an interconnected network of defectuous lamellar (of d-spacings below 25 nm) domains (of width between 100 μm and 500 μm) surrounded by water. Both the local defects and the heterogeneity 22 in the spatial distribution of the domains seems to be responsible for the mechanical properties of the gel at room temperature (Figure 1) . 25, 76 A not entirely unrealistic, and thus possible, structure of the lamellar hydrogel before freeze-casting could be described by a spongy solid constituted of lamellar domains of different sizes. After freeze-casting, the ice front ‖Z withdraws water from the lamellar domains, causing a sudden decrease in the d-spacing from ~20 nm to ~4 nm.
Considering that the thickness of a single GC18:0 bilayer is approximately 3.6 nm, 23, 26 These results are summarized in the cartoon illustrated in Figure 6 , which shows how the different initial (isotropic) fibrillar or (anisotropic heterogeneous) lamellar gels lead to two macroporous solid foams of different structures and inverted anisotropy. Ice growth probably breaks apart the fibers in the scale range between 10 nm and 100 nm, squeezing them into flat, possibly poorly connected, walls. On the contrary, ice growth only causes disorder in the spatial orientation of the lamellar domains, which, probably due to their liquid crystalline order and hydration, remain fluid and highly interconnected at low temperatures, forming a more isotropic network of self-assembled compressed lipid layers. As a consequence, fibrillar solids are brittle, standing less than 100 times their weight while lamellar spongy foams are able to withstand up to 1000 times their own weight (Figure 5c ), making them the first unique case of soft selfassembled foams to have comparable properties with polymer foams. Lastly, we highlight the fact that the entire process is reversible, as one can recover both the fibrillar and lamellar hydrogels by simply rehydration (and sonication) of the foams. 
Conclusion
This work settles the grounds to cast self-assembled hydrogels into macroporous soft materials at temperatures much below 0°C and under nonequilibrium conditions. We show how selfassembly at the nanoscale and supramolecular arrangement drive the mechanical properties of the solid foams. We employ two chemically-analogous glycolipids, one forming an isotropic self-assembled fibrillar network (SAFiN) hydrogel and the other one a lamellar hydrogel composed of interconnected defectuous lamellar domains, both in the vicinity of pH 6 and with comparable mechanical properties, with ′ ~ 0.3-1 kPa. When these hydrogels are processed with unidirectional freeze-casting, with typical freezing rates of 1°C.min -1 and 10°C.min -1 , we find the following.
1) The fibrillar hydrogels systematically form macroporous solids; the pores are oriented in the ice-growth direction (‖Z), as expected for most freeze-cast inorganic and organic solids; the walls are poorly interconnected ⊥Z; the walls are composed of tightly packed network of entangled twisted ribbons, that is the typical twisted fibrillar structure is kept intact after freeze-casting.
However, we formulate the hypothesis that ice crystallization breaks the fibers at scales above 10 nm confining them in anisotropic, micron-sized, walls. For this reason, these materials exfoliate, they are brittle, highly fragile upon application of a compressive stress ‖Z and their mechanical properties are also highly anisotropic. At the moment, we exclude an effect of ice crystallization on disentanglement by analogy to literature data on freeze-cast nanocellulosic foams.
2) The lamellar hydrogels form solid foams; the macroporous structure is spongy and highly interconnected, with low degree of, if any, alignment ‖Z, in contrast to most freeze-cast solids; the walls are composed of a dense lamellar phase, of which the orientation tilts from ⊥Z to ‖Z during the freezing process. Ice crystallization induces local disorder in the lamellar domains, but their liquid crystalline nature and hydration are probably responsible for their malleability and structural resistance: the lamellar phase is kept after freeze-casting, but it is more dense (the interlayer water thickness drops from about 16 nm to less than 0.5 nm). This is due to dehydration of the lamellar phase in favour of the growing ice regions during templating. These spongy materials are soft, although quite tough for a single lipid phase, and display an isotropic behaviour to compression, with Young moduli of several kPa, the order of magnitude of living tissues.
In summary, we show that two lipid self-assembled hydrogels similar in composition and of comparable elastic properties, can be cast into macroporous solids with extremely different mechanical properties, and that in tight relationship with the self-assembled nature of the lipid: hydrogels with a isotropic arrangement of fibers yield brittle solids withstanding less than 100 times their weight, while a 3D arrangement of lamellar domains provides soft solid foams resisting up to 1000 times their own weight.
Materials and Methods
Products. Acidic deacetylated C18:0 sophorolipids (SLC18:0) and acidic deacetylated C18:0 glucolipids (GC18:0) have been used from previously existing batch samples, the preparation and characterization of which is published elsewhere. 
